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MATERIALTENZO COLOUR NO.
Lacquered mdf. Legs of solid oiled wood.

INFO
Maximum load: 10 kg evenly spread, max 5 kg/shelf.  
Assembled.

031 FOREST GREEN

014 GREY

009 FOG GREY

005 WHITE

design studio

Design by: Tenzo Design studio
Established in 1934 as a local wood 
furniture producer, Tenzo is today an 
international company that  
specializes in modern, high-quality 
colourful furniture with a genuine 
Scandinavian touch.  

Design your wall
Z is a shelf module system with  
endless possibilities. Choose a 
stand-alone shelf, a full wall, or 
make your own creative pattern. 

Multifunction
The Z cubes can be turned in two 
ways to create a nice pattern. The 
wall fittings are adjustable to  
facilitate hanging the shelves side
by side. The shelf also comes with 
four adjustable feet and can be 
placed on the floor. Oak coloured 
legs can be added as an extra  
accessory. 

Assembled
The Z cube is one of our more 
exclusive products and is delivered 
assembled. Just attach the furniture 
to the wall, and start to decorate and 
design your home.
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White - 005

White - 005 Oak - 054

Fog grey - 009

Fog grey - 009

Grey - 014

Grey - 014

Forest green - 031

Forest green - 031

W:70 x D:32 x H:70 cm

W:70 x D:32 x H:36 cm Ø:2,8/3,5  x H:18 cm

1430

1431 1434

DESIGN BY:
Tenzo Design studioZ

Cube

Half cube Legs 4-p
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Z is a simple, yet versatile shelf – just turn it 90 degrees to create a new look. The clean proportions 
and simple geometry celebrates the Nordic design and the edges are nicely rounded to contribute 
to a soft and classic style. Unexpected storage that suits all spaces in your home and furniture with 
timeless elegance.

The Z modules can be turned and hanged in two ways, so the tiers create a nice pattern. Use as a 
single or make your own shape with several Z cubes. It is the perfect piece of furniture to be creative 
with. With Z, it’s easy to change the styling of your home, just change the decoration and you get a 
new feeling.

UNEXPECTED STORAGE

Z


